In the modern systems the questions related to treatment and information transfer run into the traditional necessity of diminishing providing of transferrable information volumes with the set level of confidentiality. However for the last decade the volume of video information traffic was sharply multiplied [1; 2]. The directions in the control systems, related to the receipt of information transferrable by the images, develop. Consequently there is the actual scientifically -applied task conditioned by the necessity of providing of semantics defense of images.
Introduction
In the modern systems the questions related to treatment and information transfer run into the traditional necessity of diminishing providing of transferrable information volumes with the set level of confidentiality. However for the last decade the volume of video information traffic was sharply multiplied [1; 2] . The directions in the control systems, related to the receipt of information transferrable by the images, develop. Consequently there is the actual scientifically -applied task conditioned by the necessity of providing of semantics defense of images.
It is in -process [3; 4] offered directions of providing of the decoded firmness of images on the base of the compression systems. In this case the special interest causes approach in relation to creation of the combined cryptosemantic transformations in the systems of polyadyc presentation. A necessity to estimate possibility of the official part use as key one in the process of organization cryptosemantic systems on the base of polyadyc presentation appears therefore. Means the purpose of researches consists in construction of origin model and errors propagation in the process of polyadyc codes constructions decoding.
The basic material In the conditions of the combined decodedproof presentation (DPP) construction of images an important place is taken to forming of official constituent of codes constructions. It is explained by the necessity of change providing of standard process of compression and hiding of semantic and structural maintenance of the processed images. For these purpose components of official constituent: from one side participate in the process of organization of compression on key information; from other side is exposed to the cryptographic decipherment in the systems of compression with next action.
In the case of the combined system organization of DPP on the basis of compression polyadyc codes official information appear on the base of dynamic ranges of elements. It provides: а) creations of condition for meaningful influence of official information on the process of codegram forming of informative part; б) that official information characterize maintenance of the concrete processed local fragment of image. This property is based on that a dynamic range is concrete description of the processed fragment of images, and depends on his semantic maintenance.
In the conditions of combined DPP construction on the base of the compression system an important place is taken to the necessity of compression organization on key information. In the case of DPP construction on the base of the polyadyc encoding systems it is required to estimate possibility of the use of official as a database for creation of the key, I.e. SG  .
In also time the use of the grounds G system of double polyadyc number as base information for construction of the key in technology of combined DPP requires the presence of avalanche relating effect consisting of errors appearance at once in the sequence of refurbishable display elements as a result of the incorrectly recovered foundation of one element of DPN.
If
Here  is great number of elements positions of DPN, which a condition is executed for aà     . In other words an error in the process of renewal of one foundation must result in the origin of errors in a few elements of image fragment. Clearly, those errors at renewal of grounds arise up because of unauthorized division.
We will consider the property of the polyadyc system, determined on the basis of expression (1), and questioner the presence of avalanche relating effect, when the incorrectly recovered foundation of one element of double polyadyc number (DPN) must result in the origin of errors in a few elements of image fragment.
For the ground of such property presence we will formulate and will prove a next theorem.
The theorem about an avalanche -relating effect Incorrectly neat foundation of one of elements of double polyadyc number has influence on the process of renewal elements of DPN, exactly: 1) there is an error in the reconstructed senior elements of DPN, preceding to the element with incorrectly neat foundation, so, that functional dependence between in size errors ij  and parameters of the polyadyc system is set by the following system: 
Whereupon we will transform the size of gravimetric coefficient ij V  for the ( ; ) ij element of DPN in obedience to a next formula, g   selecting in her a factor proper to foundation of incorrectly neat element (3), and we will get
Taking into account 
Conclusions
The methodology of semantic structure hiding of images in the decoded -proof systems on the base of double polyadyc presentation as a result of decoding on the by mistake neat grounds of DPN elements, being based on, is developed: 1) forming of the official information system on the base of dynamic ranges of DPN elements , that provides: а) creations of condition for meaningful influence of official information on the process of codegram forming of informative part; b) that official information characterize maintenance of the concrete processed local fragment of image.
2) models of avalanche -relating effect in the process of images reconstruction in the combined cryptosemantic systems on the base of polyadyc presentation. Grounded, that incorrectly neat foundation of one of double polyadyc number elements has influence on the process of renewal of DPN elements, namely: there is an error in the reconstructed senior elements of DPN, preceding to the element with incorrectly neat foundation, so, that there is dependence between in size errors and parameters of the polyadyc system, namely from the values of refurbishable element foundation and incorrectly neat foundation, sizes 
